
YOUR FINANCIAL DASHBOARD
Create a Plan and Measure Your Progress

WPC crafts a Personal Financial Dashboard for every client, identifying a clear path to meet your targeted �nancial

goals.

MORE

MONEY COACHING SYSTEM
Educate so you can simplify �nancial decisions

A process in which we guide you through the many �nancial decisions that need to be made throughout your life.

An advisory �rm that puts
YOU FIRST  
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WEALTH PLANNING
CORPORATION

A RELATIONSHIP BUILT ON TRUST. THE INVESTOR ALWAYS COME FIRST. WE ARE

HERE TO HELP YOU TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE.

MORE

TESTED INVESTMENT STRATEGY
Disciplined strategies are the key to creating long term success

WPC’s model portfolio construction creates a practical guide for each client’s individual investment allocation.

MORE

About Us Wealth Planning Corporation has been a private,

independent wealth management company since 1984. WPC

was founded when C. Michael Johnson left E.F. Hutton, which

based a broker’s compensation on the frequency of

investments transactions with poor disclosure to the clients
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SUCCESS STORIES

1
WHEN CAN I RETIRE?

Stewards of a Sacred Trust Trust is the common thread in any

successful relationship, and must be earned over time. Since

its inception in 1984, WPC has embraced the role of a

�duciary – to act only in the best interest of

Dedicated to providing the Unique Client Experience, WPC is

a team of experienced, credentialed professionals committed

to understanding each client’s concerns, opportunities and

goals, and to enhancing our clients’ lives by being worthy

stewards of the sacred trust they place in us.

READ MORE
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Walter felt he was close to retirement, but was unsure if his savings would be enough to �nally let go.  To help his decision

making, WPC was able to prepare multiple in�ation- adjusted, after-tax income scenarios to help him forecast his target

date.  Ultimately, we were able to get him comfortable that he would soon have enough income potential from his portfolio

to live the lifestyle he envisioned.   Understanding  the variables of taxes, in�ation and healthcare are critical in building a

sustainable retirement budget.

WPC uses its forecasting model to provide both wealth accumulation and future cash �ow analysis for its clients.  The

benchmarking that is generated by the plan gives clients an easy to read report card, in real time, on how they are

progressing toward their goal.

2
INCOME FOR LIFE

John was offered severance from his corporate position in 1995, but didn’t know how his lump sum retirement rollover was

going to produce enough income to last the next 20 to 25 years.  Working with WPC on a long term plan, a tax savvy

withdrawal program was created that has produced an income that has grown over such volatile periods as the dot.com

bubble, 9/11 market slide and the Great Recession of 2008. As of today, John and Sally have spent close to twice what they

originally started with, and have grown their nest egg to enjoy an income almost 50% higher than the day they retired.

John’s and Sally’s ability to endure the many market swings and remain invested according to a long term plan, has allowed

them to travel to places they never dreamed they would see.  Their story is an example of what makes WPC unique – we

have over 20 years of experience producing sustainable retirement income for clients.

3
THE SANDWICH YEARS

When the desire to help your kids afford college and the needs of aging parents intersect with your own retirement savings

efforts, many people �nd it dif�cult to strike the right balance.  Preparing �nancially for one of these events is signi�cant by

itself, but making sure you are maximizing all three can be a monumental task.  That’s where experienced guidance can lend a

hand to craft strategies to optimize the use of the available resources.

The sooner you look to address the issues, the more time you have to create a positive outcome.  Having helped clients facing

all of those �nancial hurdles at once gives WPC the perspective to help clients make the necessary choices.

READ MORE
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ARE YOU CURRENTLY WORKING
WITH A CFP®?
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8370 E Kemper Rd. Cincinnati, Ohio 45249



Call us:

513 733 1750



info@wealthp.com
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